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AR F I A Ml LY (3 ROU PS IN EQU I DS A R ESPON S F
To COOPERATIVE HUNTING BY PREDATORS ?
THE CASE OF MONGOLIAN KULANS
(EQL/(iS IIEMIONOIS LtfTE(S MATSCI lIE)

(‘hiudia Iii 1*, Tsagaany BOLI)SUKI i’” and Christophe

TotjRINQ*

Direct adaptive responses to the environment as well as phylogenetic
constraints have been put forward to explain the evolution of social or breeding
systems in mammals without leading to definite conclusions. In ungulates
(Jarman, 1974), a corrclation between resource distribution and body-size seems
to predict the social organisation ol a species. However, non—ruminants like
equids were neglected in this analysis.
For the seven species ofequids presently alive, two types of breeding systems
are known
Feral horses (l3erger, 1986). plains zebras (Klingel, 1967) and
Type I
mountain zebras (Penzhorn, 1984) all form small and permanent family groups
usually consisting of one male, one to two females and their offspring. They
maintain longtcrm, sometimes life—long relationships between adult individuals of
both sexes. All-stallion groups occur in all three species. Both sexes disperse at
puberty.
This is necessary if direct inbreeding like mother-son or father-daughter
matings are to be avoided, as stallions tenure length of females exceeds the time
for young animals to reach puberty (Clutton-Brock. 1989). The behavioural
mechanism underlying dispersal originates in familiarity (Duncan ‘i a!., 1984).
Young females leave the group they have grown up in, even if the family stallion
is not their father. After a short period of wandering, they join another
reproductive unit and rarely change thereafter. Young stallions live in stallion
groups for one or two years before forming their own family. Low-ranking
stallions often form alliances in order to defend females against rivals (Berger,
1986; Feh, 1990).
Far less is known on the social organisation of the four remaining
Type II
species of equids. Detailed studies were carried out on Grévy’s zebras (Ginsberg,
1987), feral domestic donkeys of African origin (Moehlman, 1974) and the Indian
subspecies of the Asiatic wild ass, the Khur (Shah, pers. comm.). They all show
that permanent bonds only exist between females and their recent offspring and
that dominant males normally establish mating territories.
—
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Why and how these two di Iterent types of socia systenis ongi nated in species
morphologically sunila r has already been discussed. According to R ubenstei n
1986), scattered 100(1 distribution and low loon abundance should favour small
groups composed of mothers and their recent otlspring indeed, asses and
(irévy’s/eras do live in xeric and therefore less predictable environments. On the
other hand, llcrgcr (I 98%) cmphasied the importance of phvlogeneiic inertia
when look lug at equid breeding systems. I Ic experimentally showed that moun
tain and ( irevy’s iehras could adopt dilirent social systems when cont routed
with identical patterns ot tood—distribution. However, MacCourt (1979) has
shown that some feral don keys living in a very rich environment may form
year—round hareins. Nevertheless, his study was short term (one year) and most of
the reproductive males were vasectomized.
SO

According to this elassilication ot equid social systems. Asian wild asses
should behave like their African counterparts. both of them living in similar
semi—desert or desert environments. This is the case for one sub—species, the Indian
Khur (Equu.v Iu’niionu.v khur). Unfortunately, nothing is known about the Tibetan
Kiang (Eqmis /U’fllU)flhIS kiang). considered by some authors to belong to another
species. As for the Kulan, our knowledge is limited to the studies of Solomatin
(1973) and I3annik ov (1958), who observed the Asian wild ass over several years
in Kazakhstan. Some observations were also made in Mongolia by Bannikov
(1958). Their lindings may be summarised as follows:
During the breeding season (TVIay—Seplember), K ulans aggregate in family
groups consisting of one male. 3.8 tmalcs and 2.3 young animals. Solitary males
arc observed, hut there is no indication of territoriality. Male—tenure length of
females lasts for several years. o until very old males are expelled after serious
lights o. Mate—guarding by stallions is commonly seen. Stallions are lirst to defend
their offspring against predators. Family-groups join together after the breeding

season (October) in herds of hundreds, to migrate to their winter—pastures.
Although purely descriptive, these studies indicate that Kulans do not display
the typical wild ass breeding system in their xeric environment, as the resource
distribution theory would predict. Why is this not the case 7 Resource distribution
might not be the only cause of equid social organisation and breeding systems.
Bonds between males and females in horses, plain zebras and Kulans might also
have been influenced by predator pressure. Their main predators (wolves, lions.
hyenas). are large. and hunt in packs, whereas the predators of the other species or
subspecies are smaller and/or solitary hunters : the Indian wolf for Khur. and
jackals for African wild asses.
Could bonds between male and female equids thus have evolved under the
pressure of cooperatively hunting predators in order to defend their offspring
more successfully?
Mongolian Kulans provide a unique opportunity to investigate this hypothe
sis, as they live in a typically xeric environment, and as they are the only wild asses
on both continents suspected to have both a cooperative breeding system between
males and females, and group hunting predators (wolves). However, Bannikov’s
studies lacked quantitative data based on individual follow-ups. The goal of the
present short term study was therefore, first to establish whether individual
follow-ups were feasible, and second to undertake preliminary quantitative
surveys on group composition during two breeding seasons, and in early winter.
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TIlE STUI)Y SITE ANI) TIlE KULANS

STUI)Y ShE

Fhe B part of the Gobi National Park is located n the Dzunga na n (lobi in
SW Mongolia ((Iobi—Altai district). It encompasses 9 000 km at altitudes ranging
from I IO() to 2 500 m. The climate is continental with air temperatures ranging
28 °C to I 36 °C. Precipitation averages 100 111111 per year. with
annually From
70 days snow cover (Zhirnov & Ilynski. I 986).
VegchiIioi

Descriptive phyto—sociological studies made by Hilbig (1990) distinguish the
following fc)ur major vegetation types Mountain steppe, desert steppe, shrub

was located
desert and oases. Our study site during the two reproductive seasons,940
450
10’ F), a
20’ N, longitude
at one of these oases, Khonin Us, (latitude
2 area including a dozen small (ca. 2—3 m) permanent water holes. The
ca. 8 km
soil is salty. Here, three major plant communities were identified. In the
immediate surroundings of’ water holes (I to 10 m), vegetation covers 85.2 % of
the ground and is mainly composed of Juncus spp. (38.4 %) and Trig/ochin spp.
(26 %). From 10 to 30 m away from water holes, plant cover (35.2 %) is made of
two species only. 11/l’flhtLV spp. (28 %) and Phrag,nites conunu,ns (7.2 %). Further
away (more than 30 m from water holes), plant cover is reduced to 20.8 % and
mainly composed of Achnaiherwn splendens (15.2 %) and E/i’mus spp. (4.4 %).
All three vegetation types were heavily grazed.
Our winter observations were made at ca. 80 km from the same oasis. Here, the
vegetation type was desert steppe, composed of Stipa glareosa and Anahasis
breviJIia (Plant cover 8.8 %).
THE STUDY ANIMALS

•

•

In the spring of 1992. a maximum of 450 Kulans were present at or around
the oasis throughout the observation period. Their numbers decreased regularly
between 10.00 h and 16.00 h, when most of the animals left for the surrounding
shrub-desert area. Numbers also decreased for several hours after cars were driven
through the oasis. The Kulans usually came to drink at the water holes between
20.00 h and 21.00 h. No foals were seen the first day of our visit, but 4 were born
during the following week. Our observations therefore coincided with the onset of
the breeding season.
During the summer of 1993, Kulans were more dispersed, probably owing to
the high rainfall of the previous spring. In July, only a few (< 20) were observed
daily at the oasis. From the eight of August till the end of the month. 150 to 350
Kulans were seen each day, as the neighbouring water holes were beginning to dry
up.
In the winter of 1992, the animals were found in the surrounding desert
steppe. As there was a thin snow layer (ca. 5 cm) during most of our study-period,
we surmise that the kulans had left the vicinity of’ the water-holes and scattered
more widely.
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In I 992, the total number ol our observation hours was 64 in spring.
Systematic observations were made on 5 consecutive days (9— 1 3 June I 992).
mostly ironi a cliii’ close to a waterhole, or by following the animals on foot
K ula ns could be a pproached at a d ista nce ol’ Ca. 51) m. l3eea use ol poor light
conditions and distance which sometimes made sexing and ageing of [lie animals
impossible, only 27.5 h ol observation provided data which could he used to
determi iie group COiiipOSi tion.
In 1993, i’our weeks were spent in summer at the oasis (July 30th to August
25th), including 13 days in a hide to identify individual animals and record
interactions.
In winter, observations were made from October 14th to October 24th 1992.
We followed the animals by car or on i’oot. Our total number ot observation hours
was 46.
The following criteria were used to define groups : (I) The diameter of a
group is smaller than [lie distance to the next group. and (2) members of a given
group stay together throughout the observation period.
To age K ulan skulls, we used the method developed for domestic horses,
based oii teeth eruption and wear (Hayes, 1987). The longevity of both species is
apparently [lie same in captivity (Schlawe, 1986).

RESULTS

GROUP COMPOSITION

In spring. 56 groups were identified totaling 208 animals. In winter, data were
gathered oii 33 groups, including 173 adults and 43 foals (Fig. I).
All-male groups and family groups were observed in both seasons.
A/I-male groups : The mean nuiiiber of individuals in all—male groups
(n = 18) in spring was 2.78 (range 1-9), the median being 2. In winter, the niean
size of all-male groups was 3.5 (n = 10, range 1-6), the median being 4. This
difference between spring and winter is significant (Median-test based on Fisher,
p = 0.05).
Family groups: 38 family groups were observed in spring including 142 ani
mals (38 males, 95 adult or subadult females, 5 yearlings and 20 newborn foals).
Only one adult male was present in each of these groups. The mean number of
females was 2.50 (range 1-5), the median being two. So the <<typical>> family
group was made up of one adult male and two females. In winter, the mean
number of males per group (n = 23) increased to 2.43 (range 1-5), the median
being 2. In addition, the number of females was significantly higher than in spring
(mean 5.09, range 1-12, median 4. Median test x
2 = 8.397, p < 0.01). The
<<typical>> group in winter was therefore composed of two males and four females.
There was no indication of territorial males and no group consisted of only
females and offspring.
Group composition at water holes : Solitary stallions and all-male groups were
the first to come to drink in the morning and evening. Family groups never canie
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173)

Family groups in winter

of all-male groups (top) and family groups (bottom) in spring (left)
and winter (right).

to drink on their own they first herded together in the desert steppe around the
oasis, before approaching water holes. Family groups with foals of the year were
the last to come to drink.

AGE STRUCTURE OF SKULLS

Ten Kulan skulls were found in our study area during the 1993 summer, and
aged. Four animals had died in their first year, and one each in its second, third,
fourth, fifth, sixth and ninth year. Mortality is therefore highest in very young
animals. Half of the skulls were found close to water holes inside the oasis, the
other half in the surrounding shrub-desert. All skulls of adult Kulans (> 4 years,
n = 4) were found close to water holes.
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INTER/I (‘lIONS’

All typical interactions o family—forming equids (I ‘eist, 1976) were observed
in Mongolian K ulans. Such was the case for
mutual grooming. Most groomings (24 out of 3 I) occurred at the same
place where horses prcl’cren tially groom each other ( Feh & de M aziies, in press).
submissive behaviour of young animals towards ad tills (o snapping o)
threats to bite and kick with ears laid black
play—fights including rearing, biting and kicking.
Special attention was given to encounters between family stallions. All
(n = 54) followed the same pattern observed in feral horses. The stallion left his
females in the typical prancing posture (Fig. 3) to join another stallion. When they
met, nose—nose contact was established, followed by a foreleg kick and sniffing of
the flanks. These were sometimes followed by hindleg kicks and defecation. l3oth
stallions then separated and in all cases went hack herding their fimales. The
herding posture was the same as the one adopted by feral stallions, neck and head
in one extension line towards the ground. Kulan stallions, in contrast to horses,
always keep their mouth open during herding.
Other differences observed in comparison with horses were the postures
adopted during n prancing o, and shortly before an open-mouth attack on
another stallion. In contrast to horses, Kulan stallions held their head high and
not tucked in, and did not arch their neck or raise their tails as horses do. During
prancing, the head was held horizontally, whereas shortly before attacks, the head
was held above the horizontal line (Fig. 2).
—

Figure 2.

Postures of Kulan stallions. Top left, prancing before stallion encounters
threat to attack ; below, herding mares.
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On a previous visit to the (iobt H National Park alter the bi’eedtng season
(October I 990). a total of I 50 K ula ns were observed close enough and on a lixed
transect to he able to identify 10 foals of the year. If we suppose that female
Kulans have their first foal at 4 (after a gestation length of II months), and if the
sex ratio of the population is equal. only one out of every 5.5 reproductive females
had been able to produce one surviving offspring that year. The reproductive
potential and the survival rate of foals in the (Iohi population of K ulans seems
therefore to be much lower than expected. As all animals observed were
apparently in good body condition, predation by wolves provide the most likely
explanation for the scarcity of young animals of the year.
Wolf tracks along Kulan trails were seen daily. Furthermore, one direct
observation of Wolf predation was made on August 6th 1993, f’rom our hide. The
following field notes vividly describe the incident.
07 I 5. D;i wn A sta lb on and a mare K ula ii Ogh t three wolves attacking a sma I foal. Dozens of’
rcpea ted attacks. Stallion mainly using open—mout Ii bite—attempts ax! Ioreleg kicks, mare mainly
hind leg kicks, staying close to the foal. One Wolf brings the foal down a nil kills it, I lie others being
occu pied wit Ii Ku Ia ns. The Wolf pack is made of one lactating female and two other wolves, Coil size
but more slender (suhadults 7)
0740. Wolves feeding. New attacks from both Kulans. A third K ulan. a stallion, joins tip and
participates in the attacks. The 0 rst stallion drives him away after 0 miii utcs. as lie shows interest in
the mare.
0750. Su ii rise. Wolves feeding. Oceasio ia I attacks from mare. Stallion at 1(11) in
Oft IS. Marc 3((iii from dead foal. Stallion and mare join in three new attacks. Wolves avoid them
anti return to the foal carcass seconds later.
0545. Stallion and mare grazing 50 iii Irom Wolves. Wolves feeding.
0910. One Wolf (suhadult) leaves towards North.
(1915. Second Wolf leaves towards North. Mare and stallion pursue it over several hundred
meters. Threatening attitude. Wolf runs.
0930. Both K ulans hack. Approach and threaten the lactating female who leaves towards South,
running, pursued by Kulans. Stallion and mare then come hack, grazing 200 in from foal remnants.
1700. Eleven Black Vultures (Ai’giiu.v ,nonachusi feed on carcass (‘or two hours. Kulans still
llresent.
2230. (Same 7) lactating female Wolf comes from South with two pups. Feeding for 30 mm.
The female foal was 4 to 6 weeks old.
Neither Kulans nor Wolves were seen the next day.

DISCUSSION
Our preliminary observations on group composition and scarcity of’ foals, as
well as the information gathered on anti-predator behaviour of Kulans, support
the hypothesis that male-female bonds in this species might result, at least in part,
from the pressure exerted by cooperatively hunting wolves. The group composi
tion of the observed population of’ Kulans resembles plains zebra and horses more
closely than equids traditionally living in desert environments such as African
wild asses and Grévy’s zebras. Even group size seems to correspond; feral horses,
plains and mountain zebras, like kulans, have a median group size of two to three
females per family group (Berger, 1986; Klingel, 1967 ; Penzhorn, 1984). Interes
tingly, the number of adult males and females in kulans doubles between spring
and winter, for family and all-male groups alike, despite the fact that food is much
more dispersed. These results raise two questions: 1) Why do kulans resemble
plains zebra and horses rather than the desert living species, and why are they in
contrast with another subspecies of wild asses, the Khur ? 2) Why does group size
increase in winter? The most plausible explanation is found in predator pressure
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by wolves. ‘the (lilly other unguhite prey avulable or wolves in the same region
is a small number of black—tailed gazelles, (ii’//U vithg,iitiiroca. This view is
shared by I)ulamtseren (1970) who states that kulans are the main prey hr wolves
in winter, that wolves hunt in packs only in wmter in the Gobi and that Kulan
stallions are tirst to det’end their group against predators. Wolves are also the
mam predators ot Turkmenian wild asses, Eqim.s /u’niionus kulai (Ileptner &
Naumov, 1974), which form himily groups similar to the ones observed in
Mongolian k ulans (Solomatin, 1973).
Bonds between males and females in horses, plain zebras, mountain zebras
and k ulans therefore may ha’e been influenced by predation. Plain zebra
populations in tile Serengeti suffer from a heavy predation—pressure by lions,
Pont/wia leo and hyenas, ( rocuta crocuta (Sinclair & Norlon—Gri fliths, I 982) due
to the hid that they are more consta ntly available than wildebeest, (‘onnochactc.v
taurinuv (Schaller. 1972, p. 211, fig .38). This seems not to he the case for the
Gravy’s zebras studied by Ginsberg (1987). Kruuk (1972) was also able to show
that hyenas, when intent on hunting zebras, form packs of up to 27 individuals
(average 10.8), whereas these packs do not exceed 6 individuals (average 1.4) when
they hunt wildebeest where only the mother defends her calf’. Plain zebra stallions
were also observed defending group members against lions ( Klingel, 1972), hyenas
and wild dogs (Schaller, 1972). Bonds between males and females in equids may
thus have evolved under the pressure of cooperatively hunting predators in order
to better defend their offspring.
SUMMARY
Attempts to account for the diversity of breeding systems in ungulates have
concentrated on ruminants (Jarman, 1974), and non—ruminant species, like
equids, were largely neglected. Equids are basically known to have two types of’
breeding systems correlated with two different types of resource distribution
Species living in mesic environments like mountain zebras, Equus :e/na,
(Penzhorn, 1984) and plain zebras, Equus burchelli, (Klingel, 1967) or feral horses
(Berger, 1986) all form small and permanent family groups, usually consisting of
one male, one to two females and their offspring. Sometimes, two breeding
stallions form coalitions (Berger, 1986), and small all-male groups occur in all
three species. On the contrary, in species living in xeric and therefore unpredic
table environments like African wild asses, Equus asinus, (Moehlman, 1974) and
Grévy’s zebra, Equus grevyi, (Ginsberg, 1987), dominant males are territorial and
bonds exist only between females and recent offspring, probably to minimize
group-size while foraging. According to this classification based on resource
distribution, Asian wild asses, Equus heinionus, ssp. should adopt the second type
of social system. However, not all of them do so. Why is this not the case’?
Ressource distribution might not be the only determinant of breeding
systems in equids. Apart from phylogenetic inertia mentioned for mountain and
Grêvy’s zebras (Berger, 1988), predators might also play an important role. The
Indian wild asses, Equus hernionus khur, (Shah, pers. comm.) living in xeric
environments (with small and solitary hunting predators present. Canis lupus
pallipes), typically adopt type 2 breeding system. Bannikov’s (1958) descriptive
study already suggested that Mongolian kulans, Equus heinionus luteus, living in
a similar desert-environment (together with large and cooperatively hunting
predators, Canis lupus chanco), might adopt type I breeding system. Our own
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observations on group—composition oF kulans carried out in the Gobi National
Park. during the breeding season and in winter, support this view. Not only were
kulans Found to he non—territorial and to live in limily— or all—male groups like
horses, plain and mountain zebras, hut they doubled their group size in winter, at
a time when food was more dispersed hut predator pressure high. This contrast
suggests that understanding di icrences in grouping patterns between subspecies
of wild asses may help to shed light on equid social systems in general.

RESUME
Les tenlatives d’explieation tie Ia diversité des strategies de reproduction des
Ongulés se sont hornees jusqu’ici aux ruminants (Jarman, 1974): Ics non—
ruminants, et en particulier les Equidae, on( Cté pour Ia plupart nCgligCs. Or, on
connait chez eux l’existence de deux modalitCs reproductrices corrClCes aux deux
types diffCrents tie repartition des ressourees alimentaires. Les espCees de milicux
rnoyennement riches. comme les zChrcs de niontagne Equus z’bra (Pcnzhorn,
1984) et les zCbres de plaine K. hare/wi/i (Klingcl. 1967), ainsi quc Ics chevaux
retournes I l’Ctat sauvagc (Berger. 1986) forment tons de petits groupes i’amiliaux
permanents, consistant en un mule et tine on deux fcrnclles accompagnCes dc Icur
descendance. Parfois. deux Ctalons reproducteurs peuvent Former des o coali
tions >> (Berger. 1986). Enfin, de petits groupes de males cClibataires >> existent
dans Ics trois cspCccs. A l’opposC, les Equidae de milieux trés ares, ii ressources
rarcs et imprCvisibles. comrnc les Equus asinus sauvages d’Afrique (Moehlrnan.
1974) et les zCbres de GrCvy K. greivi (Ginsberg, 1987) possCdent des miiles
dominants territoriaux, et des liens sociaux durables ne s’observent chez eux
qu’entre Ics mCres et leurs jduncs descendants
probablement pour minimiser Ia
taille des groupes lors dc leur recherche de nourriture. Ii devrait en Ctre de mCme
chez les ãnes sauvages asiatiques Equus hemionus. Cependant cc n’est pas le cas de
toutes les sous-espCces connues, et l’on petit se demander pourquoi.
Peut-Ctre Ia distribution des ressources dans l’habitat n’est-elle pas Ia raison
profonde (Ia cause ultime >>) des differences de modalitCs de reproduction des
Equidae. Outre l’ inertie phylogCnCtique>> invoquCe pour K. zebra et E. gri’vi’i
par Berger (1988) il se pourrait que les prCdateurs aient Cgalement jouC un role
important. L’Ane sauvage indien E. he,nionus kitair (Shah, corn. pers.) qui vit thins
un milieu aride oO n’existent que de petits prCdateurs chassant en solitaires (les
Canis lupuspa//ipes) a adoptC Ia seconde strategic, alors que Ic Kulan de Mongolie
E. hemionus /uleus tout aussi désertique mais attaquC par de grands prCdateurs
chassant en groupes (les Canis lupus chanco) suit Ia premiere strategic (Bannikov,
1958).
Nos propres observations, faites au Parc National du Gobi en debut de
période de mise-bas et en hiver, confirment cc fait. Non seulement les males
kulans ne sont pas territoriaux, mais ifs vivent en groupes familiaux ou en groupes
de males, tout comme les chevaux retournCs ii l’Ctat sauvage Ct les zCbres dc
Burchell ou de montagne. La taille de leurs groupes sociaux double mCme en
hiver, malgré Ia raréfliction et Ia dispersion de leur nourriture et la Forte pression
de predation.
Les diliZrences entre sous-espéces d’Cnes sauvages peuvent peut-Ctre nous
Cclairer sur l’origine des difftrences existant entre systémes sociaux chez les
Equidae en général.
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